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In the sequel, we are going to consider that the measure vl in (1) belongs to the Szeg6 class 
(see [5]) and we also assume that its Szeg6 function II(z; vl) has analytic extension outside the 
unit disk up to [z I < 1/(r l )  with ri < 1. We recall that the measure vl belongs to the Szeg6 
class if f :~ log(v((0)) dO > -oc  and the Szeg6 function is defined by 
( ~fo 2'~ e~° +Zlog(v((O))dO) for ,z[ > 1. H(z; tel) -- exp - e '0 -z  
In the standard theory, several properties about the coefficients of the orthogonal polynomials 
and their normalized primitives are well known. We recall these properties, (see [2,5-7]). 
(i) m(ul) := lim~-~oo []¢n[]2v~ > 0. 
(ii) lim ~ = rl.  
(iii) The coefficients of the orthogonal polynomials {¢~} and {¢~) are uniformly bounded. 
Moreover, given R1, such that rl  < R1 < 1, there exists C > 0, such that for any integer 
n>_OandO<k<n, 
la~,kl < CR~ -k, and Ib~,kl < CR~ -k. (2) 
(iv) 
lim ¢,~(z) _ hm ~b,~(z)- II(1/Z;Vl) (3) 
~oo z ~ ~-~oo z~ II(0;Vl) 
uniformly on compact subsets of [z[ > rl.  
Next, we present a result about the behavior of the Sobolev norms of the Laurent polyno- 
mials Sn,_(,~_l)(Z) and $ . . . .  (z). It is immediate to see that Sn,_(n_l)(Z -1) = ¢-n,n-l(Z) and 
$~_~(z-1)=~ . . . .  (z). 
PROPOSITION 1. There exist positive constants D, E, and F, such that the Eollowing re]ations 
hold. 
(i) [[z~+l¢~_1(z) - ¢2~(z)[[~ _< DR? Vn >_ 1, with rl < R1 < 1. 
(iii) -' z [[$'_n.~(z)][~ <_ nF Vn >_ 1. 
PROOF. 
(i) From the Szeg6's recurrence relation (see [7]) we get 
¢2n(Z) = zn+lq~n_l(Z ) + znCn(O)¢*_l(Z) +. . .  + Z¢2n-l(O)¢~n_2(Z ) + q~2n(O)¢~n_l(Z). 
Then, for [z] -- 1 
k=O 
Now, taking into account hat ]¢~+k(0)l < CR~ +k and using that {¢~(z)} is bounded for Iz] = 1, 
we have that there exists D1 > 0, such that 1¢2n(z) - z'~+l¢,~-l(Z)l < D1R~, which yields to 
[]zn+lCn_l(Z ) -- ¢2n(Z)[]vl ( DR?. 
(ii),(iii) Applying the property of minimal norm of the monic orthogonal polynomials we get 
n~llc~(z)ll~l < -< <11¢,,( )lls~ =ll¢~(z)ll~o + I1¢~-1(z)I1~1. 
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Then 
__  _ 2 ~!  
0< . / 
Since I Izn+lCn_l(Z) - ¢2n(z)n~ = IlCn_l(Z)ll~ 1- I]¢2n(z)ll~l, then using (i) we get that 
0 ~_ + Cn' - (n-1)(z)  vl - n2 11¢2n(Z)ll2ul ~-~ nt/)nn2u° -~- n292R21n' 
which implies n¢~,_(~_l)(z)n2o < He-lifo + n202R2n.  
Using that nCnU,o is bounded and taking into account that l imn_~oon2R~ n = 0 we get that 
I1¢~,-(~-1)(z) H~o is bounded. 
Proceeding in the same way as before I]~ < lien 2 2 2 N¢~,_(n_l)(z) _ n ,o+n II¢~_i(z)ll. ~. Takinginto 
account hat 11¢~11-0 and lien-111v~ are bounded we obtain IlCn,-(~-l)nu~-' 2 _< C2+n2N1]]~ _ •2F2 ' 
Properties for ¢_~,~(z) can be obtained using the conjugated polynomials evaluated at z -1, 
¢~,_~ (z-  1), and taking into account heir orthogonal properties. | 
In [1], we have studied the asymptotic behavior of the Sobolev orthogonal Laurent polynomials 
outside the unit disk. In general the asymptotic formula given in [1] cannot be extended up to 
the boundary and to the interior of the unit disk. Let us consider the example 1 in [1]. If u0 is 
the Dirac delta at z = 1 and ~1 is the Lebesgue normalized measure then ¢~,-(~-l)(z) = z ~ - 1. 
Therefore the asymptotic formula 
l i ra  _ 1 
n--*¢:~ Z n 
holds true on compact subsets of Izl > 1, and it cannot be extended up to Izl < 1. 
Since we are interested in extending the asymptotic behavior inside the unit disk, it is clear 
that we need to impose some extra conditions on measures ~'0 and vi. In the case of the Sobolev 
orthogonaI algebraic polynomials this problem has been studied in [2]. 
Now, in this new situation, that is, for Laurent polynomials, we are going to impose similar 
conditions for both measures. For this study, first we consider a recurrence relation for the 
Sobolev orthogonal Laurent polynomials and we study the properties of the coefficients. In fact 
a similar recurrence relation for algebraic polynomials was the key of the proof of the asymptotic 
results outside the disk in [2J 
PROPOSITION 2. I t  holds that 
n--1 n--1 
k=l k=O 
n n--1 
~--n,n< z) -~ ~n ( z - l )  ~- E~[n ,k~k, - (k -1 ) (z )  ~- E ~n'k~)-k'k(Z)'  (5) 
k=l k=0 
and there exists a posit ive constant C > O, such that for every integer n ~_ 0 the coefficients 
satisfy 
G 
I~,~1, I#~,k[, I~,~l, t6n,kl -< ~-~, for k ¢ 0 and I#~,o[, 16n,Ol <_ C (6) 
PROOF. For the coefficients a.,k we proceed as follows 
o+ 
_ 2 =- _ 2 
~,,  k Ck,-  (k- 1) (z) ~ ~ Ck,- (k-  1) (z) ~ 
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From the preceding Propomtion 1
(¢,~(z),£_(k_,)(z)},,o _< li¢,,(z)ll,,o ~k,-(k-1)(z) uo ~ CE  
and 
< (~rl'-- ' <Z) ' (~g'-- (k-- 1) > 1/1 : ( 1 1 ¢; ) u, < ~¢~, , (z )  + ¢,,_~(~) - z--Z~¢2-(z), ~,-(k-~) - 
I< ' Ca--l(z) -- Z----~i'¢2n(), k,--(k-1)}ul --< DR~kF,  
with rl < R1 < 1. 
Finally, taking into account hat k2m(ul) < k211¢2kH~l < IIq]k_(k_l)ll~z, it is clear that if we 
choose G large enough, then (6) is true for as,k, k = 1,.. .  ,n - 1. 
For the others coefficients one can proceed in the same way. | 
Next, we see that the coefficients of the Sobolev orthogonal Laurent polynomials are uniformly 
bounded. We follow the steps that we have used in [2] for proving a similar property for the 
Sobolev orthogonal algebraic polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 3. The coeft~cients of tile polynomials ~n,_(n_l)(Z) and ¢ . . . .  (z) are uniformly 
bounded. 
n - 7~ PROOF. We write ¢~,- (n-1)(z)=~k=-( . -1)  A-,~ zk with An,~ =1 and ¢_~,~(z) =~k=-~ B~,k zk 
with Bn,-n = 1. We are going to prove that there exists M$ > 0 such that for every n >_ 0 and 
N -< n, 
IA,.,,kl, IBn,,~i < Ma. 
Let us take a fixed integer no >_ 0. If we denote by Me the uniform bound of the coefficients of 
the sequences {¢,~(x)}, let us consider 
J=max ({M~}U{IAm,kl. 1< re<no, - (m - 1)<_k_<m}U{IBm,~l : 0<re<n0,  -~<k<~}) .  
~ no  ~ no  
S ince  by (4) Cno+l ,_no(Z)  ~-. ff)n0+l (z) -t- Ek=l  OZno+l,kCk,_(k_l)(Z ) -FEk=o/~no+l,k~-k,k(Z), if we 
use (6), then we have for all k 
IAno+I,kI<_M¢+G ~o2+2(no_1)2 . . .+2 +1 J=S.  
In the next step, by (5), 
no+l no 
~--(n°+l)'n°+l(%) = ~n°+1(z--l) -{'- E "Tn°+l'k~k'--(k--1)(Z) JF E f~n°+l'k~--k'k(Z)' 
k=l k=O 
and we obtain for all k 
IB~o+l,kl < M~ +G [2-~o + . . . + 2~ + l ] J + - -  GS _S+S.(noG ( G ) (no+l )  2 +1)--~=S 1H (no+l~ ' 
Again, if we repeat he computataons, we have 
1 . . .+2~+1]  J ÷ - -  ]A,~o+2,k [ < M~ +G [2~oZ +2 (no - 1 )  2 
( =S 1+ (no+l )  2 , 
(no + 1) 2 + (no + 1) - -~  14 (no 
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, _ 1 1 2 1 
IBno+2k'<M¢+C[2-~o+2(7o_l) 2 }- ~-ff+l] J-~ 
+S 1+ (no+l )  ~ (n0+2)  2 
=S/ l+  C 2 C 
(no+l )  2 ~ (no+l )  2 I-I (n071) ~ 
Then, proceeding by induction, we deduce for every p 
IAno+p,kl _< s 1 + (no + 1) 2 .. .  1 + (no +-p - 1) 2 < S 1 + (no gk)  2 = MS 
and, in a similar way, 1B~o+p,kl < S 1-Ik~=l(1 + a/(no + k)2) 2 = M& 1 
Next, we improve the result (6) obtained in Proposition 2, by assuming that the measure Uo 
satisfies the following eon&tion' 
lim ~ = r0 < 1, where cn =< z '~, 1 >~o, (r) 
in other words, this last condition (7) is equivalent o the fact that the Carathdodory function 
of the measure vo, F(z) = co + 2 Y~k=l°° ekZ k, has analytic extension outside the unit disk up to 
1/ro. 
PROPOSITION 4. If p = max{ro,r l},  then for each R such that p < R < 1, there exists H > 0 
such that the coet~cients in relations (4) and (5) satisfy 
, , H Rn-k 
I~n,kr rZ~,kl I~,kl,lan,kl < k2 ' for k ¢ 0 and lgn,ol, Jan,o[ < HR n. (8) 
PROOF. Let us take R1 such that, p < R1 < R. From (2) we get that Ib,~,k] < CR~ -k for every 
k>0andn>0.  
On the other hand, from (7), we have that there exists an integer h _> 0, such that ]c=] < R~ 
forn>hand lcn l<_ l  fo r0<n<h-1 .  
Therefore, taking an appropriate constant C2 we obtain that Ibn,kt < C2R~ -k for every n > 0 
and 0 < k < n, and tc,~l < C2R~ for every n. 
Next we prove that there exist C4 > 0 and an integer m > 0 such that [<q~k,- (k- 1) (z), ¢,~ (z))-o ] < 
C4R '~-k for n - k > m. 
If k_>0 
<zk,¢n(z)/.o = 
n-k  0 n- -k  
,=-k+l  3=-k+l  j= l  
0 n--k 
<- Z c~R': - ' -~ + ~ c~R'lC~R; - ' -~ 
3=-k+l k=l 
r~-k 
< c, R~_~ + Z c~R[ -~ 1 - R1 
3=1 
- c---L~ R~-k +c~(n- k)R~ -k 
1 - R1 
If k < 0 we can obtain, m an easier way, the same bound. 
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Since there exists an integer ml >_ 0, such that 1/(1 - R1) < n - k if n - k > ml, then we 
deduce 
(Zh, ~dn(g) }~o < C2(/Z -- ]g)R~ -k 4- C~(n - k)R? -k = C3(n - k)R~ -k. 
Now, if we take an integer p >_ 0, such that (n - k)R~ -k < R ~-k for n - k > p, we obtain 
t<zk,¢,(z)),o] _~ C3R n-k for n -  k >p.  
Hence, 
t~n- k 
(~k,-(k-- l)(Z),¢n(Z)}. ° ~ M~C3 [I~ n+k-I q-. Jr t~ n-k] < M~C3~: -~ -64t~ n-k. 
On the other hand, for 1 < k < n - 1, we get 
= Ck ,_ (k_ l ) ( z ) , - -nz~¢2~(z  ) + n¢~- l (z )  + n ¢2n(z) 
Pl 
~l 1 
: ;~k,_(k_ l ) (Z) , - -nz~-~2n(Z)q-n(~n_l(Z))~l  
< ~_(~_~)(z)~ ~¢~_~(z)-~z~l+l¢~(z ) .~ 
< knFDR~. 
Finally, taking into account hat la~,kl = l(¢k_(k_~)(Z),~n(Z))~l/llCk(Z)tl~ we get (8) for an,k if 
we choose H large enough. 
For other coefficients one can proceed in a similar way. | 
Next, we can prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume that the measures "o and ly 1 in (1) satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) The moments cn of measure u0 are such that lim ~ = r0 < 1. 
(ii) The measure ul belongs to the Szeg6 class and its Szeg6 function H(z; ~1) has analytic 
extension outside the unit disk up to [z[ < 1/rl with rl < 1. 
Then l imn_~(3~,_(~_l) (z) /z~-¢~(z)/z  ") = H(1/z ; -1) /H(0; -1)  uniformly on subsets of]z[ > 
p = max{r0, rl}. 
PROOF. Using (3), it is clear that it suffices to prove that lim~_,o~((~,_(~_l)(~)/z ~) - ¢~/(z)z ~) 
= 0 uniformly on subsets of [z[ > p. 
In order to compute this limit, first we prove that the sequences Cn,-(n-1)(z)/z~ and ¢-n,n (Z)/Z ~ 
are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of [z] > p. 
Let us consider a fixed integer no _> 0 and take a compact subset K of [z[ > p. If we take into 
account hat {¢~(z)/z ~} and {¢n(z-1)/z ~} are bounded in K, we can define 
M = max { q~k,-(k--l)(z) ¢-k,k(z) ¢~k z) , Ck(z-1) / 
zk I z Ik>o I~ lk>oJ  - - " 
Let r = minz~K Izl and R1, such that p < R1 < r. Then it follows from (4), for z C K, 
~) no ( Z ) nO--I n~l ~o,_(~o_~)(z) + Z ~o,~ ~_(~_~)(z) ~o,~ ~-~,~(~) 
: znO --k Z]¢ ~- zno--k Z k Zn° zn° k=l  k=0 
no--1 no-1 IO~no,kl IZno,kl 
< M + M Z izLno-k + M Z j~l,,o-k 
k=l  k=O 
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Now, for no, such that n 2 < (r/R1) n°/2 we have 
n~_~lHR~o-k  In0/2] ~2 (~)no-k no-1 ~2 ( _~)no-k  
°°-1 -< -E  -1 + E Z Nno-k k r o-k 
k=1 k=1 k=1 k=[no/2]+1 (9) 
Hr (_~_ ) n°/2 4 HR1 H ( -~ ~o ) V 
< + - -  < + n 2 -- r=R1 n] r -R1  -- ~ =- - "  
Proceeding in the same way we also obtain 
n~-~ I/~no,kt < V 
k=0 [zl n°-k - n--~' (10) 
and therefore, 
¢~o,-(~0-1,(Z'z n° _<M(1+2(~02) )  " 
Taking into account (5) and proceeding m the same way as before, we get 
= zn o _----~ Zk ~- ZnO_ k Z k ZnO ZnO k=l k=O 
~°-1 ~o,-~o(Z) ~°-~ I~.o ~i <_M+M E I~o,~1 ÷['~.o,~ol +M E ' 
k=~ Izl ~°-~ z-o Izlno -k k=O 
<_M . 
Proceeding by induction we obtain that for all p _> 0 
i q~n°+P'--(n°+P--l~ (Z)< M (1 + 2~o2) f i  [1 + -@G/ )212 z ~°+p - (no + , Vz E K. 
Therefore there exists L, such that for z E K, [¢,~,_(n_l)(z)/z~[ <_ L for every n > 1 and 
[¢_n,~(z)/z~l <_ L for every n >__ 0. Using (3) and (4) we have, for every z E K, 
Z n Z n = ~ zn--~ Z k ~- 2_~ zn -k  Z k 
k=l k=0 
< L I~l n----~ + Izl~-kJ <- 7 '  
\ k= l  k=O 
and taking limits when n tends to infinity, we get the result. 1 
REMARK 1. If the strong asymptotic formula can be extended up to the boundary and to the 
interior of the unit disk, then it is clear that the Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1 must be satisfied. 
Next we are going to obtain a necessary condition for the measure v0. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let us assume that the measures vo and 121 in (1) are such that 121 belongs to 
the Szeg6 class and its Szeg6 function H(z, Vx) has analytic extension outside the unit disk up to 
lz] < 1/rl with rl  < 1. Let us also assume that limn--,o~($,,_(,_l)(z)/z n) = H(1/z; pl)/II(0; Pl) 
uniformly on subsets of ]z] > p, with p >_ rl. 
Then the measure ~o satisfies that limn--,oo c~ = O, where c, = (z ~, 1>~o. 
PROOF. Proceeding like in [3] we can obtain the following results. 
• Given R1, such that rl < R1 < 1 then ]dn[ < R~ for n large enough, with d,~ = (z n, 1)~,. 
n--i Z • If z n = On(z) + ~-~k=0 j3,~,kCk(), and R1 is such that rl  < R1 < 1 then there exist Q > 0 
and N • N, such that ]~n,kl < QR~ -k for n - k _> N, and I/3n,k] < Q for n - k < N. 
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If we define 
P-n,n(z) : ~)n,--(n--1)(z) ~- (~n,--(n--1) (Z- l)  
n, - -1  
+ E~n, J  [~93,--(j--1)(Z)"~97,--(,--1) (Z--1)I + ~n~O~)O,o(Z), 
J=l 
then it is easy to get that limn--.~[P . . . .  (z) - (z n + z-n)] = 0 uniformly on ]z] = 1. 
On the other hand, we have 
12cogn,0  - = (P  . . . .  ( z ) ,  - + 
= (P . . . .  ( z ) , l ) ,  ° - (z n ÷ z -n, 1}~ ° 
= (z + e 0(0), 
and taking into account hat lun~_,~/3~,0 = 0, we obtain that lim~_~o~ c~ = 0. 
3. THE SOBOLEV ORTHOGONAL 
POLYNOMIALS  ON THE REAL  L INE .  
ASYMPTOTICS  ON THE SUPPORT.  
Let po and/ t  I be two finite positive Borel measures on [-1, 11. For simplicity and without 
loss of generality we assume that both measures are absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure with weight functions wo and wl, respectively, that is, d#o(X) = Wo(X) dx and 
dttl(x) = wl(x)dx.  We also assume that f~lwl(x)/(1- x 2) dx < ÷ec, and we consider the 
following Sobolev inner product: 
f /: ( / (x),  = e.0(x)  + e l(x). (11) 
1 1 
We denote by {/Sn(x)} the MOPS (s,). Our aim in this section is to obtain properties about the 
zeros of the Sobolev orthogonal polynomials/Sn(x) and about the asymptotic behavior of/5~(x) 
inside the support of the measures. 
In order to do that, we are going to introduce a Sobolev tuner product like (1) by transforming 
the measures #0 and #1 Let us consider the Szeg5 transform uo of the measure #0, defined by 
duo(O) = 1/2wo(cosO)l sin01 dO, and the transformed measure ut of ~1 obtained in the following 
way dUl(0) = wl (cos 0)/(21 sin 01) dO, (see [1,6]). 
It holds that u0 and ~'1 are two finite positive Borel measures on [0, 2~r], and we can consider 
N 
the Sobolev inner product (1) with the measures u0 and u~ defined as above. If Cn,-(n-1)(Z) is 
the Laurent polynomial m An,-(~-l),  such that it is monic in z n and (¢~,_(~_l)(z),z~)~ = 0 
for~ - (n - l ) ,  n 1, and ~ . . . .  , - -  @~n._(n_l)(Z), Z )~ ~ O, then it is known the following relation 
between {/3n(x)} and {¢~,_(,~_1)(z)}, (see [1]), 
- 
Z~-Z -1 [~n(x) = 1 ~n -(n-1)(Z) + Cn,-(n-1)(z -1) with x -- - -  (12) 
2 n-1 2 ' 2 
The strong outer asymptotics for the MOPS (s,) have been obtained in [1] when the measure #~ 
belongs to the Szeg5 class and satisfies that (1 - x2) -1 C L~(#~). There we obtained that 
lira /5~ (x) = H(1/z'wl(c°sO)/(21sinOI)) 
n-.-*oo ((2g -~ ~ /2) n I~(O, Wl(COSO)/(2 [ sin el) ) 
uniformly on [x + Vr J  - 1[ > 1 + E for every ¢ > 0, with x -- (z + z-1)/2. A similar result was 
obtained in [8] assuming that both measures belong to the Szeg5 class. 
Now we are interested in obtaining the behavior of/5~(x) on the support of the measures. First 
we recall the result concerning this subject obtained in [4] in a particular situation. 
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PROPOSITION 6. (See [4] ) Let (, }~, be the inner product given in (11) with 
(i) #o satisfies that the moments computed in the Chebyshev basis {Tn(x)} are such that 
(Tn, 1}~o <_ Kr  ~, with K > O, and 0 < r < 1. 
(ii) #1 is the Chebyshev measure of second kind. 
Then 2"-1(/5,(x) - T,~ (x ) ) converges to zero uniformly on [-1, 1]. 
Therefore, in this particular situation the sequence {fin(x)} behaves like {Tn(x)}, which is the 
orthogonal polynomial sequence with respect o the rational modification of the second measure, 
d#l(X)/(1 - -  X2). 
Now, we return to the general case for which we impose similar extra conditions to the measures 
#0 and #1 in (11) in order to obtain this type of asymptotic behavior inside, that is on the support 
of the measures. 
Next, we obtain Theorem 2, which is the central result of this section by using the asymptotic 
behavior of ¢~,_(~_l)(z)/z n on Izl = 1, obtained in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let d#o = To(x)dx and d#l(X) = Wl(X)dx be two finite positive Borel measures 
on [-1, 1], such that f~_l(wKx)/(1 - x2)) dx < c~, and let us consider the rational modification 
of the measure # 1 defined by dpl (x) = Wl (X) / (2 (1 - x 2)) dx. We also consider the inner product 
(, }s. defined by (11), and we assume the following conditions. 
(i) The measure #o satisfies that 
limn~o~ /[(T~, 1),o [ =r0  < 1, 
where {T,~(x)} is the sequence of Chebyshev polynomials of first kind. 
(ii) The measure #z satisfies the Szeg6 condition and the Szegd function rI(z; ul) of its trans- 
formed measure defined by dul(O) -- wl(cosO)/(2[ sin0[)dO has analytic extension up to 
[z I < 1/rl,  with rl < 1. 
If {Qn} is the MOPS (Pl) and {fin} is the MOPS (s.), then 
lim 2n-1 ( /5 , -Q , )=0,  uniformly on [-1,1]. 
PROOF. If we consider the Sobolev inner product (1), it is immediate that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 hold. Then l imn-~ en--(n_l)(Z)/Z ~ = H(1/z; ul)/II(0; t'l) uniformly on subsets of 
Izl > p = m x(r0, l}. 
Since limn__.cc(¢~n_l(z)/z 2n-1) = H(1/z;ul) / I I (O;u 0 uniformly on subsets of Iz] > p = 
max{r0, rl}, then we have that 
lirn (¢n'-(z~l) (z) • - -  ¢2n- l (z))  = 0, uniformly for ,z, = 1. (13) 
n---+oa Z 2n-1 
On the other hand, for Izl = 1 it holds that Ien,-(n-1)(z)/z" - ¢2n--l (Z) /Z 2~-1 ] = I¢,~,--(~--1)(Z) -- 
¢2~_I(Z)/Zn--11. Therefore, if we denote by en(z) = en -(~-l)(z) - ¢2~- l (z ) /z  n-1 and take into 
account (12) we obtain that 
1( (1)) 
Pn(x) = z-(n-1)¢2-- l (Z) + zn-l¢2n-1 + + 
Using the Szeg6 transformation, (see [7]), we know that 
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Hence, we can write for z, such that Iz[ = 1, 
Thus, from (13) we conclude that given ~ > 0, there exist a natural number N, such that for 
every n >_ N and for every x e [-1, 1] it holds that 2~-1[/5~(x) - Q~(x)[ < e | 
Next, we obtain a result about the zeros of the Sobolev orthogonal polynomials. For particular 
Jacobi-Sobolev orthogonal polynomials this topic was developed in [9]. For coherent pairs of 
measures, similar results and nice properties of separation of zeros were obtained in [10]. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 2 it holds that for n large enough the 
zeros of D,(x) are real, simple and they belong to [-1, 1]. 
PROOF. Applying Theorem 1 and Hurwitz theorem we obtain that given e > 0, the zeros of 
zn¢~,_(~_l)(Z) are in ]z I < p÷c < 1 for n large enough. 
If we apply the * operator we obtain that (z~¢~_(~_l)(z)) * = zn¢~,_(~_l)(1/z). Therefore, 
given E > 0 the zeros of z~¢~_(n_l)(1/z) are in ]z] > 1 / (p+ c) > 1 for n large enough. 
From (12) we have 
Z - r~ ~ zn Z ÷ Z -1 
~)n(X) = "~--( ~)n,_(n_l)(Z) ÷ zn~n_(n_l)(Z--1)), with  x -- ~ ,  
and we know that  zn~bn_(n_l)(Z) ÷Zn~n,_(n_l)(Z -1) has 2n zeros on Izl = 1. Moreover the zeros 
are simple and conjugated.  
Taking into account he t ransformat ion x = (z + z-1) /2,  we obtain that  each pair of conjugated 
zeros z 0 and .~0 of zn~n,_(n_l)(Z) ÷ zn~n_(n_l)(Z -1) determines a zero x0 = g~(z0) of /5~(x) .  
Therefore, for n large enough, /5~(x) has n zeros on [ -1 ,  1] which are simple. | 
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